BEGINNING/INTERMEDIATE FIDDLE LESSONS

FIDDLE BASICS
- Care and Maintenance
- Tuning the Fiddle
- Bow Technique
- Left-Hand Technique
- Vibrato

FIRST FIDDLE TUNES
- Angeline the Baker
- June Apple
- Elk River Blues
- Old Joe Clark
- Whiskey Before Breakfast
- Tennessee Waltz
- St. Anne’s Reel
- Pretty Little Dog
- Seneca Square Dance

SCALES AND CHORDS
- Scales and Chords, Part 1: Major Scales
- Scales and Chords, Part 2: Chords
- Major Scales in Bluegrass Keys

BLUEGRASS SONGS AND TUNES
- Bury Me Beneath the Willow
- Bluegrass Stomp
- Kentucky Waltz
- Clinch Mountain Backstep
- Your Love Is Like a Flower
- Down the Road

CHORD INTENSIVES
- Chord Intensive, Part 1: D Chord
- Chord Intensive, Part 2: G Chord
- Chord Intensive, Part 3: Connecting D and G Chords
- Chord Intensive, Part 4: C and F Chords
- Chords in the Key of C

IMPROVISATION AND SWING
- Improvising on June Apple
- Improvising on a Blues
- Improvising in B Modal
- Summertime

MORE FIDDLE TUNES
- Blackberry Blossom
- Red-Haired Boy
- Ookpik Waltz
- Soldier’s Joy
- Lost Girl
- Fisher’s Hornpipe
- Midnight on the Water
- Salt Creek
- San Antonio Rose
- San Antonio Rose Arpeggios
- Cluck Old Hen

MORE TECHNIQUE
- Bow Technique: Using Your Thumb
- Bow Direction and String Crossings
More Technique (cont.)

- Bow Tilt Patterns
- Practice Techniques
- The Physics and Physiology of Fiddling
- Feeling the Physics of Fiddling

EVEN MORE FIDDLE TUNES

- The Cuckoo’s Nest
- The Butterfly
- The Eighth of January
- East Tennessee Blues
- Farewell Trion
- Swannanoa Waltz
- Red Wing
- Squirrel Hunters
- Hawks and Eagles
- Kentucky Mandolin
- Milk Cow Blues
- The Old North Woods
- Josie-O
- Quail Is a Pretty Bird
- Fly Around My Pretty Little Miss
- Faded Love
- Sail Away Ladies
- The High Road
- Tennessee Mountain Fox Chase
- Margaret’s Musical Mecca
- Rabbit Hash
- “Rabbit Hash” Harmony

MORE BLUEGRASS SONGS AND TECHNIQUES

- Dance All Night
- Green Valley Waltz
- True Life Blues
- Bluegrass Fiddle Backup
- Letter from My Darling
- Backup Fiddle in Bb
- Blue Ridge Cabin Home
- The Chop
- Someone Took My Place with You
- Nine Pound Hammer
- Bluesy Bluegrass Vocabulary in G
- Don’t Give Your Heart to a Rambler